Merritt College Horticulture
Fall 2020
Aesthetic Pruning Series

ALL FALL 2020 CLASSES TO BE HELD ONLINE ONLY
REGISTRATION/FEE PAYMENT NOW THROUGH PAYPAL

The hours/cost for ALL F20 classes: 9:30am – 12:20pm/$39
All classes below except LH805* are required for the Aesthetic Pruning Award

Fall 2020 Classes

Sept. 12    LH812 The Art of the Focal Point Tree – Churgel
Sept. 19    LH818 Pruning Conifers – Foerster
Sept. 26    LH815 Pruning for the Big Picture – Churgel
Oct.  3      LH817 Pruning Japanese Gardens – Castellon
Oct. 10     LH805 Rock Placement*  Castellon
Oct. 17     LH819 The Art of Tree & Shrub Reduction – Ingram
Nov. 7       LH816 Pruning Container Trees & Shrubs – Castellon
Dec. 5       ($78/9:30-4:20) LH823 Aesthetic Pruning as a Career – Ingram

*Fall 2020 only: LH805 Reduced hours/Reduced fee w/out afternoon rock placement demo, class is 3 (not 6) hrs & $39 (not $78)

Fall 2020 LH26 Pruning will be held over 2 Sundays: Oct. 18 & 25

◊ Enrollment: Checks are no longer accepted. Registration is now through the reliable and secure PayPal (NO PP membership required) on our Landhort Nursery website: www.landhortnursery.org/fee-based-courses -or- follow link to that page

EVERYTHING IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE!

Spring 2021 (tentative) Class Schedule

January  LH800 Introduction to Aesthetic Pruning
February LH848 Pruning Deciduous Fruit Trees
          LH881 Art of the Wisteria
          LH801 Pruning Deciduous Trees & Shrubs
March    LH803 Finding the Essence of a Tree
          LH839A Introduction to Bonsai
April    LH804 Pruning Flowering Trees/Shrubs
          LH810 Pruning Maples
          LH811A Pruning Pines
May      LH891 Art of the Laceleaf Maple
          LH831 Pruning CA Native Trees & Shrubs

Questions? contact nhill@peralta.edu or mbull@peralta.edu (email preferred) or call 510-436-2418 or 2491. REFUND POLICY: Fees are refunded only if student withdraws and requests a refund prior to the start of the class!